Some common information about limitation period
Independently on their branch affiliation a factor of time presents in any legal relationships [6, p. 114-121] . Time deservedly takes an important place among other juridical facts-events. Law-causing and law-repealing feature of time changing of an expiry or beginning of certain moment of time is typical for law in whole. State applies the temporal coordinates in order to organize and to order the public relationships.
Like legal fact a limitation, i.e. expiration of certain time, has especially important significance. When are available other conditions it enable to cancel legal relationship, and in some cases to turn actual state into legal relationship. What is the social ground of limitation, which is able to produce such legal consequences?
Despite it duration, time cannot influence in legal relationships.
Being analyzed various points of view on this issue Professor Shershenevich G.F. came to conclusion: "Real ground of limitation is concluded in that a society is needed in stable order and any legal uncertainty of relationships, which is able to violate the rights, exasperates protest against itself. This is a ground to limit an owner under strict fulfillment his property right in trade turnover; the limitation is also based on this. During time are lost evidences, dead witnesses; and a dispute,  SultanovAydar Rustemovich -a head of the Legal Department of PJSC Nizhnekamskneftekhim, a member of the Association for better living and education (ABLE) (Russia). E-mail: SultanovAR@nknh.ru being instituted through many years, enable to break a number of established relationships. And on will of a lawmaker this legal uncertainty is ceased with time" [18, p. 223 ].
This conclusion for many years anticipated legal positions of European Court of
Human Rights and Constitutional Court of Russian Federation in respect of legal certainty like an element of supremacy of law principle. We should note that soviet civil lawyers also wrote about inadmissibility of long-lasting uncertainty in existence of the opportunity to apply the measures of forcible impact to an offender [5, p. 246] .
The principle of legal certainty presupposes a stability of legal regulation and existing legal relationships. Legal certainty is necessary that participants of appropriate relationships could in reasonable bounds foresee the consequences of their behaviour and be sure invariability their officially recognized status, gained rights and obligations.
The principle of legal certainty goal is to provide participants of appropriate relationships with opportunity to forecast accurately of their actions' results including showing them that the rights of these persons will be protected, and the actions of law-enforcer will also be forecasted and predicted upon dispute's resolution and will not be changed from case to case.
We may presuppose that existence of limitation time called to be guarantee to an offender that on expiration of certain limitation he/she will not be prosecuted.
Certainly, this creates legal certainty for him, this very reasonable, because continual expectation of bringing to responsibility does not stimulate him to realize his illegal behaviour, and moreover, it just suppresses an offender. The aim of law is not suppression and but rather to exclude illegal behaviour in future. Sometimes, forgiveness allows realizing a mistake and excluding compulsive repetition of offence. Limitation of time allows an offender not to consider himself like offender and separate him from society [12, p. 59] .
There is existed a point of view that public danger of committed offence disappears with expiry of limitation: "Harm consequences made by an offender lose its significance with passing time, it is changed political and economical situation in society, social and legal assessment of offence made. There happen sufficient changes in personality of guilt, his views and habits, attitude to offence made" [14] .
According to V.E. Smolnikov, "Person, who committed crime, presents a social danger not infinitely long time. Social danger of this person is reduced and, finally, lost with passing time. Much danger is presented by a person at moment of commission crime by him; it disappears from passing time in result of positive impact into person with all combination of the conditions… reality" [9, p. 16] . V.D.
Filimonov noted in 1957 that when there is no social danger of an offender, punishment's application "would make in society the same effect like a punishment of innocent" [16, p. 108] . "Falling-off social danger of a person, who committed crime, makes punishment unnecessary as common so special prevention of crimes.
There punishment a person, who is not a danger for society, would mean to revenge him" [9, p. 18] .
Well, approach of soviet criminalists worked out and expressed in period of totalitarian state confirms that scientific community has always to develop legal science and improve law in order the law will be stayed like a symbol of kindness and justice.
This approach of soviet criminalists was reproduced by Russian scientistscriminalists: "if punishment is applied to culprit on expiry of long time after crime committed, it in considerable extent (if not full) loses its as special so commonpreventive significance and might be comprehended like an act of unjustified revenge, as time smoothes over actuality and social significance of crime committed" [15, p. 472] .
In Resolution of European Court of Human Rights on case of "Coeme and others v. Belgium" 1 had also emphasized that "limitation might be determined like the right provided by law to a person committing crime, not to be prosecuted or sentenced any more after expiration of certain limitation from a moment of deeds commission". The court was formulated fundamental legal position in this resolution, according to which "limitations are the general line of legal systems of Treated States, have many aims, among which -guaranteeing of legal protection through establishing the limitation for actions and prevention an encroachment to the defence right, which could be compromised if courts make decisions, which evidential basis would be incomplete due to expiry of a period".
We should note that above stated provision has direct tie with the principles of inevitability of punishment and the presumption of innocence.
Presumption of innocence is not guarantee in public relationships that innocent will not be brought to responsibility and releasing of real criminal from liability. In reality, bringing to responsibility of innocent means actual releasing from responsibility of real guilty person and thereby the principle of punishment inevitability is violated.
This and other facts harm to law and order as bringing of innocent of responsibility and not bringing guilty person to responsibility undermine trust to effective legal system and state.
Since in process of time proving is become problematic including losses of evidences refuting guilt of accused person, accusation might be successful due to evidences did not saved in processing of time, but not because a person is really culpable.
That is in processing of time it is quite possible to bring innocent person only because a defence will not be able to refute accusation only due to the evidences did not saved, but existence of this opportunity violates the presumption of innocence and principle of punishment unavoidability.
Accordingly, in legal state refutation of innocence should be carried out if bounds of limitation.
In decision of US Supreme Court on case of "Adams v. Woods", 2 Cranch 336, 342 (1805) was indicated: "Federal ground of claim, lodged in any period, will superlatively be contracted our legislation spirit".
We should note that the existence of limitation is a result of law development, establishing of limitations in public legal relationships; it was a fight with principles like: "who plucked king's geese those must take back the feathers through hundred years" [11, p. 141-148] .
However, history of public law development went through reduction of once absolute power of state: "If to be limited only with one genetic side of an issue about historical origination of public law then it is undoubtedly presented like a process of deduction by population from total sum of sovereign power of rulers some elements of domination" [4, p. 25] .
Limitation periods of bringing to responsibility for tax offenses. How it has begun
Notion on limitation period of bringing to responsibility for tax offenses did not exist in the first tax law of Russia -the law of December 27, 1991 no. 2118-1 "On the bases of tax system in Russian Federation".
Article 13 of this law dedicated to responsibility of taxpayer for violation of tax legislation provided only that "recovery of arrears on taxes and other obligatory payments, and also sums of fine and other sanctions, provided with legislation, is produced from legal entities indisputable order, and from physical persons -in judicial one. Recovery of arrears from physical persons is turned on receiving by them revenue, and in case of absence them -on their property", and article 24 of this law stipulated the bounds of this recovery with certain period, which had not been called limitation period.
Article 24 of the Law of RF from 27 December 1991 no. 2118-1 "On bases of tax system in Russian Federation" pointed out that "limitation period on claims brought to physical persons no recovery of taxes in budget is three year. Indisputable order of arrears recovery from legal entities might be applied during six years from time of creation of indicated arrears".
Analysis of this article allows asserting that a lawmaker established for recovery from physical persons claim limitation period applied upon addressing to a court and limitation period upon recovery from legal entities, which should be applied out of applying to a court and actually ceased tax legal relationships due to expiry of this limitation. Though legal relationships both cases are public and legal, periods were established different as on duration so legal nature of them. It is difficult to be explained it from scientific view, "one needs to state that due to various reasons administrative reform in Russia began without full basing on achievements of juridical science" [7, p. 5 ].
An attempt to eliminate the gaps in the law was undertaken in cl. Thus, taking into consideration that actually question was put wider than an application of the taxpayer, the latter would had to be presence in the session of Presidium of Supreme Court of Arbitration of RF as nobody except him could impact in appearance of interpretation aggravating of the taxpayer rights. When a court makes a decision on complex legal matters, despite presumption "court knows law", it is sometimes needed in assistance in providing of detailed and competent external conclusion, which is not to be mandatory for court, but gives it more information for making justice judicial decision. Usually, such assistance is named a conclusion of amicuscuriae, which, unfortunately, is not provided with our procedural law [13, p. 16-19] . In our opinion, if such opportunity is then it could anyway balance a situation, especially when it determinate with judicial activism having a goal to create the norms. Nobody asked the representative, whether might be brought to responsibility on If we consider limitation period like the period for public legal prosecution for public legal offence, i.e. the period restricting the state bodies, then a lawmaker may probably in different cases proceed from various approaches.
In addition, the interpretation of the Supreme Court of Arbitration of RF looks like an attempt to correct mistake of a lawmaker (owning to which limitation period was less than three years) than fills the gap. At the same time, the interpretation of the Supreme Court of Arbitration of RF made limitation period for this offence longer than three years from a time of an offence, if not to calculate it from the time of offence.
Before considering of interpretation of the Supreme Court of Arbitration of RF, we try to understand, whether a lawmaker made a mistake.
We should note that content of paragraph 2 and 3 of part one of article 113 of the Tax Code of RF has been remained unchangeable since 1998.
Criticism of a lawmaker's approach, who established beginning of limitation period duration preparatory to an offence could be considered committed, might be discovered in 2001 [17, p. 585] , however such was a will of a lawmaker. Naturally, before to criticize one should be understood the grounds of this will.
Today many have forgotten that adoption of the Tax Code has been carried out step by step and in 1998 there was adopted only the first part of the Tax Code of RF, which has replaced since 1999 the law of RF "On bases of tax system in Russian Federation". At the same time, there continued to be valid other tax laws: on profit, VAT and others.
Correspondingly, just these laws determined concrete tax periods. There existed very specific particularities and practices linked with this.
In particular, there very long time the tax authorities successfully collected fines and penalties for untimely non-payment of advance payments on profit tax. Advance payments were paid for the first quarter, half-year etc. Correspondingly, tax authorities supposed impossible a situation that a lawmaker imposing in taxpayers concrete duties, in particular a duty to pay advance tax payments, not providing the consequences for their violation.
It seemed a paradox situation -on results of tax period, when tax calculated with growing sum, it was seen that there was happened overpaying of advance payment in connection with receiving of profit less than had planned, but at the same time tax bodies were demanding to pay fines and penalties for untimely or incomplete production of advance payments.
It seen from here that it is quite possible just presence of such interpretation was a ground to create special rule for beginning of calculation of limitation period in paragraph 2 and 3 of part one of article 113 of the Tax Code of RF. Once we make a reservation that this is not a single reason, which made a lawmaker to create a special norm.
Certainly, today situation with advance payments has changed but the special Appositely, during discussion of the project the developers of "interpretation"
asked not to refer to article 120 of the Tax Code of RF as there was no any arbitration practice in this context and consequently it was not mentioned in the text of project.
But, during interpretation of the norm system interpretation does not allow removing anything from its content, and is obliged to consider the norm in interrelation to other norms. Approach of the developers deprived them opportunity to understand a lawmaker's will.
Reason of scientists that a lawmaker, being determined the starting of limitation time lasting had based on "golden mean" and just therefore created special norm, was not supported by the Supreme Court of Arbitration of RF.
It was known ever in the beginning of 20 th century that ambiguous norm might not be interpreted in harm of those in whose interest it had been adopted as it would have contradicted to its purposes [3, p. 356] . Now, the axiom found fixation in part 7
of article 3 of the Tax Code of RF, according to which "all ineradicable doubts, contradictions and ambiguity of legislation on taxes and levies are interpreted in favour of a taxpayer". Certainly, this imperative norm links any interpreter of tax legislation.
In one of the rare works dedicated to limitation time in tax law indicated that "acquiring the right in this case is a person, who committed tax offence and obtaining the right non-bringing to tax responsibility" [1, p. 37] . We believe that this is not quite right -limitation period defends each taxpayer from accusation in commission of tax offence.
Naturally, the interpretation given by the Supreme Court of Arbitration of RF hardly might be accepted like creating benefit for taxpayers; quite the contrary it should be recognized as seriously harming taxpayers' rights. In addition, defeat of taxpayers was so obvious that Federal Tax We believe that in this case, under pretence of interpretation was created a norm, which had actually changed a special norm. 10.1993, no. 81-p and repeatedly confirmed later with it (determination from 25.01.2007, no. 37-O-O, from 15.04.2008, no. 262-O-O, from 20.11.2008, no. 745-O-O, from 16/07.2009 We may also further give grounds for confirmation of obvious judgement, I am afraid that we might be charged in extra citation. The same time, these citations are possible only if somebody has not been condoned with unjust and began to protect his rights and now these provisions are obvious.
